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Goal: to predict the temporal intervals of action instances.

Temporal Action Localization
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Temporal Action Localization

Despite its great importance in video understanding, the heavy 
annotation cost limits its scalability.

(e.g., it takes 300 sec to annotate a 1-min video)
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To bypass the high labeling cost, we focus on weak supervision.



Weakly-supervised Temporal Action Localization

Video-level: BaseballPitch

The cheapest one is in the video-level, which indicates the presence (absence) 
of action classes. It takes 45 sec per 1-min video.



Weakly-supervised Temporal Action Localization

Unfortunately, there is no free lunch.
The cheaper the annotation is, the poorer the model performs.

E.g., Bottom-Up[ECCV’20] 45.4% vs. EM-MIL[ECCV’20] 30.5%
(mAP@IoU=0.5) 

Video-level: BaseballPitch



Weakly-supervised Temporal Action Localization

Point-level (or single-frame) supervision has been proposed to bridge the gap.
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Weakly-supervised Temporal Action Localization

It avoids the rewind stage, and therefore has a comparable cost, e.g., 45 sec vs. 50 sec.
Meanwhile, it offers far richer information, e.g., action count and rough action locations.
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Challenges of Prior Arts

Model

BaseballPitch
(2' 0")

BaseballPitch
(0' 52")

Signals from video-level labels

Signals from point-level labels

Previous methods simply learn from video- and point-level supervision.



Challenges of Prior Arts

Ground-truth

Prediction

While point-level supervision helps the models to spot action instances (low IoUs),
they fail to learn action completeness due to the discontiguous property of points.



Challenges of Prior Arts

While point-level supervision helps the models to spot action instances (low IoUs),
they fail to learn action completeness due to the discontiguous property of points.

Ground-truth

Prediction

We propose to explicitly learn action completeness from points.



Our idea is simple.



If continuity is the key, why don’t we generate dense pseudo labels 
that can provide completeness guidance for the model?



Method



Method

There remain two questions.
① How can we obtain the sequence that best suits the (unknown) ground truth?
② How can we effectively lead the model to learn action completeness?

①

②



How can we obtain the sequence that best suits the (unknown) ground truth?
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We utilize the score contrast between inner and outer regions (                  )
as a proxy to judge the degree of action completeness for a predicted instance.
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Method

Clean-and-Jerk

Underestimation
(low contrast)

Overestimation
(low contrast)

Best fit
(high contrast)

① How can we obtain the sequence that best suits the (unknown) ground truth?

We utilize the score contrast between inner and outer regions (                  )
as a proxy to judge the degree of action completeness for a predicted instance.

−

Clean-and-Jerk Clean-and-Jerk



Method
① How can we obtain the sequence that best suits the (unknown) ground truth?

Our goal is to search for the optimal sequence:



How can we effectively lead the model to learn action completeness?



Method
② How can we effectively lead the model to learn action completeness?

We encourage the model to contrast action instances from their surrounding backgrounds.

CleanAndJerk



Method
② How can we effectively lead the model to learn action completeness?

This instance-level contrastive strategy brings two advantages simultaneously,
i.e., intra-action compactness and action-background separation.



Method
② How can we effectively lead the model to learn action completeness?

1) Score contrastive loss 

2) Feature contrastive loss 

where

: Action instance features
: Background instance features
: Push each other
: Pull each other



Method



Analysis

Comparison of scoring variants

How well does the score contrast represent the action completeness?

inner score vs. score contrast

𝑟𝑟 = 0.68𝑟𝑟 = 0.38



Analysis

Effect of each completeness guidance
Comparison of different label distributions

The action completeness learning indeed helps the model to localize more 
comprehensive action instances regardless of the point distributions.



State-of-the-art Comparison

Results on THUMOS’14



State-of-the-art Comparison

Results on GTEA & BEOID

Results on ActivityNet1.2

Results on ActivityNet1.3



Optimal Sequence Visualization



Qualitative Comparison

An example of CleanAndJerk action



Qualitative Comparison

An example of SocckerPenalty action



Qualitative Comparison



Qualitative Comparison



Thank you!
Contact: lph1114@yonsei.ac.kr
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